When you use other people’s images in your creative or academic work, you need to give them credit. Listing the creator of a work is called attribution and it provides important contextual information. You can provide attribution in an image caption, in wall label text, in a list of sources, or in a credits sequence, depending on the format of your work. There is no single standard for image attribution, but these guidelines describe best practices.

Image attribution should include these four key pieces of information if possible:

Creator  Photographer, artist, etc. Note that when the image is a reproduction of an artwork, the creator is the artist, not the photographer who documented it. Some images are credited to agencies or organizations (such as AP Press or Getty Images). Write online handles in brackets to distinguish them from given names.

Title  The title of formally named works should be italicized. Do not italicize informal titles or descriptions. If there is no title or description, you can describe it briefly in brackets or leave out.

Date  If the date is unknown, include n.d. to indicate “no date.”

Location  If the image is a reproduction of an artwork, include the name of the institution and its location (e.g., Asian Art Museum, San Francisco). For images obtained online, include the name of the website or URL. For images scanned from books, format your attribution as a book citation.

You can also include copyright status, if known. Insert the © symbol before the year for copyrighted works.

Attributions in a digital format can include hyperlinks to the original source. While you don’t have to include attribution for your own images, you should — give yourself credit for your work, and protect your own copyright!


[skapaneas], [Dali clock latte art], n.d., steemit.com.


If you are citing images or artworks in a research paper, you can cite or caption images using MLA or the Chicago Manual of Style (see examples below). For more on academic citations, visit libguides.cca.edu/citations.

**MLA**

**Works Cited**


**Chicago Manual of Style (CMS)**

**Footnote or endnote**


**Bibliography Entry**